
SELLING VIA
VIDEOCONFERENCING5TIPS  O N



The past few months have considerably accelerated the transition 
toward holding sales meetings via videoconferencing, which has 
been underway for several years. Sales teams can—and should—
use this change in practices to their advantage.
 
Virtual business meetings have been a growing trend in recent years. In its 2019  
States of Sales research report, Salesforce revealed that 60% of sales reps prefer  
using the online channel to talk to clients and prospects.
 
However, the health crisis served as a catalyst, with relationships maintained remotely 
in a paradoxical period that has led to slower sales and kept sales reps stuck at 
home... Meanwhile, clients have had more time to monitor markets and discover new 
solutions. And although the lockdown is easing, the situation still persists today.
 
It is therefore crucial to adapt sales presentations to this new environment.  
Effective use of videoconferencing can even boost your business recovery:

•  Your sales reps can spend more time meeting prospects, given that they 
normally spend almost 15% of their time in transport. 

•  They will find it easier to schedule appointments with prospects who  
are less and less willing to meet in person. In 2019, nearly 59% of B2B 
buyers said they did not have the time to meet with sales representatives 
(CSO Insights 2019 study).

•  «Multi-party» interaction makes it possible to reach several key contacts 
simultaneously, a factor of success in B2B, where decision-making channels 
are increasingly complex (an average of 6.8 people are involved in purchasing 
decisions, compared with less than 5 a few years ago, according to a 2019 
Gartner report).



STAY CONNECTED...  
AND FOCUSED

Your picture quality depends on  
your bandwidth. Be sure to close  
any applications you do not need  
during the meeting. This is a great  
way to avoid distractions and make  
sure you do not reveal any personal 
content while you’re sharing your 
screen!

RECORD THE CONVERSATION...

After asking the other person for permission, 
start recording. This will let you review the 
client’s expectations afterward to provide  
the right follow-up. Recording meetings is  
also an invaluable tool for improvement  
and learning. Each interview allows you  
to improve the next!

SHARE ADDITIONAL CONTENT  
DURING THE MEETING

Videoconferencing tools are also collaborative 
resources, allowing you to send brochures, 
leaflets and other information to your contacts 
in a virtual briefcase that they can download 
and consult at the end of the meeting.

INTERACT WITH PARTICIPANTS  
IN HIDDEN MODE

If a member of your team is attending  
the videoconference with your client,  
the videoconferencing tools include chat 
features that will allow you to send your 
colleague messages that other participants 
will not see. This is a good way to share 
information and suggest relevant responses.

SUGGEST SCREEN-SHARING 

Even if you are the one organizing/hosting  
the videoconference, your clients can still  
share their screen content. This can be  
helpful in clarifying needs. Sometimes  
a picture is worth a thousand words.
Writing down or drawing the clients’ needs  
and objectives on the screen is a powerful  
way to invite them to speak more.

TIP No.1

GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR 
VIDEOCONFERENCING TOOLS 

Videoconferencing solutions often do much more than just allow you to talk via video.  
Make the most of them!



TIP No.2

OPTIMIZE FRAMING  
AND IMAGE QUALITY

The camera angle is crucial. If the device 
is too low, it will distort features and 
accentuate flaws. You will get better  
results by raising your camera slightly.  
Avoid backlighting: if there is a window  
in the background, close the curtains.  
For optimal quality, place a lamp behind  
your computer screen but make sure  
the light does not dazzle you.

MAXIMIZE AUDIO QUALITY

There is nothing more exhausting than  
a tinny sound. Avoid using the computer’s  
non-directional microphone, which will pick  
up ambient sounds and reduce audio quality 
for the person you are talking to. Ideally, 
connect a good-quality microphone to your 
computer. If you don’t have one, use a headset. 
In-ear headphones are more discreet and look 
better.

PREVENT ANY DISTRACTIONS

If you are using a Mac or PC, disable 
notifications of any kind, such as new emails, 
social media mentions and appointments.  
If using a smartphone, switch to «Do not 
disturb» or airplane mode. And if children 
happen to burst into the room, try to see  
the funny side—which can be a good way  
to humanize the meeting and strengthen  
ties with the people you are talking to!

THE STYLE SUPPORTS 
THE SUBSTANCE
To ensure your client treats the videoconference  
as a proper business meeting, make sure you set  
the right scene.

LOOK AT THE CAMERA

Remember to look at the camera at the top  
of your screen. The natural tendency is to  
stare at the people on the screen, which  
causes you to look down, reducing the  
quality of the interaction.

ADAPT YOUR BODY LANGUAGE

When you’re in front of the camera, keep  
your movements to a minimum. Even if you 
use your hands a lot when talking to someone 
in person, make sure you keep them relatively 
still and on the table to show you’re not hiding 
anything... Take your cue from TV news 
presenters!

USE HANGING DISPLAYS TO 
DECORATE THE BACKGROUND

The client does not need to know if you 
are in an office, living room, or bedroom. 
Provide sales reps with hanging 
displays that reflect the company brand. 
This will help decorate the background 
and create a more professional setting.



GET THERE EARLY...

Make sure you are the first to join  
the videoconference/meeting,  
a few minutes before the start.  
As the different participants arrive,  
you can casually strike up conversation 
with each of them to break the ice. 

At the beginning of the presentation 
itself, feel free to ask simple questions 
like «How are you doing?» or «Are you 
comfortable?» to humanize the experience, 
which is always more difficult to do from  
a distance.

ORGANIZE THE MEETING  
AND KEEP TRACK OF TIME

Attention diminishes with distance, which 
is why videoconferences should be shorter 
than meetings held in person. Announcing the 
duration of the call at the start of the meeting 
will allow the people you are talking to naturally 
calibrate their attention span. When preparing 
for the meeting, set an agenda and a clear  
plan that you will present at the beginning.

VARY THE MEDIA

The problem of scattered attention grows  
with distance-based communication.  
To keep the other person focused, make  
sure you share a range of different content  
on screen, using simple slides that require 
further spoken clarification to be fully 
understood. Use the white board to draw  
or to show more compelling diagrams.

INVOLVE THE OTHER PERSON  
IN FOLLOW-UPS

Monopolizing the discussion is the biggest 
risk in videoconferencing. Involve clients by 
regularly inviting them to respond to what 
you have said, asking them to pick up on the 
presentation. Improvised tangents can break 
the monotony and rekindle the conversation.
When dealing with multiple clients, asking 
close-ended questions like «do you agree» 
enables you to make sure that every person 
participates and to tackle existing objections.

AVOID AUDIO OVERLAP

Cutting off your client in face-to-face meetings 
can be seen as rude. In videoconferencing,  
it makes audio stutter, degrades listening 
quality and causes delays that are detrimental  
to the efficiency of the meeting.

TIP No.3

STIMULATE INTERACTION  
TO MAKE MEETINGS MORE DYNAMIC

Setting the right pace and engaging while capturing and holding attention is even more essential  
in videoconferencing, where the other person risks «switching off» at any time.



TIP No.4

SUMMARIZE KEY POINTS

Do not settle for an oral summary. Prepare  
a slide recapping key arguments beforehand 
then hold a Q&A session or provide a 
reminder of key steps in implementing  
the project. Display action points on a  
final screen that backs up your message.

SCHEDULE THE NEXT STEPS

In videoconferencing, participants are by 
definition connected and have access to their 
diaries. Don’t wait. Take the opportunity to set  
a date for the next meeting without delay.

WORK ON THE  
WRAP-UP...
People pay the most attention at the beginning and end  
of meetings. This is what we call the «hammock principle». 
The start may be crucial, but the end determines the client’s 
lasting impression of the meeting.

DON’T BE THE FIRST TO LEAVE...

Never leave the videoconferencing 
session before all participants have 
logged out. Your key contact might  
wish to talk more, one-on-one.  
Plus, you would never leave your  
client alone in the room after  
meeting in person... The same  
goes for videoconferencing!



WRITE UP A SUMMARY OF THE  
MEETING AS SOON AS IT ENDS

Videoconferencing allows you to cut out  
travel time, which gives you an opportunity  
to sum up the meeting as soon as it ends  
and send your write-up to those concerned, 
asap. This is an excellent way to avoid 
forgetting anything, provide a more 
comprehensive approach and, above all, 
demonstrate your responsiveness. 

DETERMINE THE BEST WAY TO 
IMMEDIATELY MAKE CONTACT AGAIN

The immediate follow-up to the meeting 
speaks volumes about the need to close  
the deal. To avoid appearing too rushed,  
send a thank-you message during the day  
and tell clients you will get back to them 
promptly with specific answers to any 
requests. 

MAKE IT EASY TO TRACK INTERACTION

Make sure you incorporate key elements 
from the videoconference and note upcoming 
deadlines in the CRM system so you have 
automatic reminders and can manage your 
ongoing relationship with the client with 
finesse.

TIP No.5

ENSURE EFFECTIVE FOLLOW-UP
While the fundamental rules of «follow-up» also apply to videoconferencing,  

there are many ways to optimize your approach!

SHARE YOUR EXPERTISE  
TO SECURE A LASTING BOND

In this age of social networking and  
sharing expertise, why not build quality 
long-term relationships with clients by 
sharing press articles, blog posts or white 
papers related to the issues they face?  
This is a good way to demonstrate  
your understanding of their needs while  
making sure you remain top of mind!



Halifax Consulting is proposing  
the E-learning module on five tips  
to sell via videoconferencing,  
available in 6 languages. 
Share it with your sales teams!

This E-learning module is part of a more comprehensive course designed  
to help your teams successfully adapt to the online format: 

Roleplaying 
games

Group 
workshops 

Personalized 
coaching 

E-learning in sales, 
negotiation and management 

(available in 6 languages)

Contact us at the following address:

contact@halifax-consulting.com

mailto:contact%40halifax-consulting.com?subject=I%20would%20like%20to%20have%20access%20to%20my%20e-learning%20module


www.halifax-consulting.com

Contact us:
Tel: +33 (0)1 30 61 81 91
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